DENNISON is interested in discussing general policy I be applicable in interchanges of underlying material and intelligence and has submitted to us a preliminary memorandum which CMA. However CMA is not in form to send to you because it requires clarification and largely raises questions rather than answering them PD we will have some oral discussion at the end in the next few days and may have something to report next week. PD meanwhile there is one point on which we need information CMA namely CMA whether interchange of traffic is confined to radio traffic to the exclusion of cable traffic and CMA if cable material is not included CMA that is basis for exclusion and are we interested in continuing to exclude it PD Taylor has impression that cable traffic is not included and that it is a quote delicate point unquote CMA but without being sure on which side the delicacy lies CMA if not on both PD also is there any traffic in diplomatic or commercial field that we would not want to exchange CMA assuming that WRT PA KLEDLACERKRF (LZT GRRS SVC)
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